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Marc and Ruth Marques with children at The University of Life in Fortaleza, Brazil

THE BASICS
1.

UNiViDA runs an educational project serving 220,
children aged 7-14 in the

slums of Fortaleza, Brazil.
2.

It provides 20 hours of

education / child / week.
3.

It has 35 years of experience in our community. The
initial link to the UK came through Steve Chalke’s Christmas cracker campaign in the 90’s.

The slum community where UNiViDA ministers
4.

Focus is on saving children from the dangers of the
streets by supporting them and their families.

5.

You (St Michael’s) have made a lasting impact by your
giving and partnership with UNiViDA since 2012.

6.

UNiViDA hosts

short term mission teams and in-

vites St Michael’s to visit and participate first hand
7.

CLAIRE JESSOPP is the link person for St Michael’s
and UNiViDA.

Classroom at the project

UNIVIDA - ST MICHAEL’S MISSION PARTNER OF THE MONTH
UPDATE
Student numbers are growing as parents in the
community recognize the value of the education
offered to their children at The University of Life. At
the end of 2017, UNiViDA partnered with educational charity Teach Beyond to deliver classroom
management training for all staff.
In addition, staff have revised the objectives, rules
and procedures of the school day, to help children
focus in the classroom and maximise the precious
time they spend at the project .

Drum trainers teach co-ordination and concentration

UNiViDA has recently employed a music teacher and
a dance and drama teacher. These subjects are now
a part of the curriculum for all children and act as a
terrific motivator for learning. Boomwhackers and
purpose built drum trainers have been particularly
popular.
Dance is a liberating form of worship

CHALLENGES
The continual invasion of land around the site is causing some
specific challenges for UNiViDA, including issues with waste water management. There is no government infrastructure for water or sewage management and so this must all be built into the
campus infrastructure. At present two new septic tanks are
needed.
Gang violence is at an unprecedented level in the community,
local gangs have been overtaken by organized ‘factions’ which
control drug trafficking in central and southern America. Children
arrive at the project consumed by terror and often recount stories of revenge killings and other abuses they experience in their
homes and alleyways.

Children battle poverty, poor health, poor
infrastructure and violent crime.

PRAYER REQUESTS
•

For protection, good health and the safety of all staff and children

•

Thanksgiving for a motivated and dedicated team of Christian staff and teachers

•

Provision for all that is needed to meet running costs and maintain the site.
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